
 

 

Joan O’Meara, Associate Broker for Houlihan  
Lawrence in Rye & Harrison, doles out her 
first piece of advice to Sellers: take that all-
important time to be prepared. And it’s never 
too early to start that process. 

Preparation, added to the right agent to  
navigate the home sale process, can  
combine to yield exciting results. Joan  
describes a recent property listing which 
garnered 10 (!) bids. The winning bid was 
$200,000 over the asking price and also 
met the requested extended closing needs 
of the Seller. According to Joan, “it was the 
right product, at the right time, in the right 
neighborhood.”

We recently spoke to a client of Joan’s, who 
shared her selling strategy. The clear theme 
of this conversation was that it certainly 
seems to be a good time to be a Rye Seller. 
Having been a recipient of Joan’s market 
emails for years—which communicate listings  
in a “nice, unobtrusive way”—this Seller felt 
that Joan was the natural choice when 
it came time to list her home. Citing her  
professional style, her ease to talk to and 
deal with, the way she is very connected, and 
her smart style and depth of knowledge, the 
Seller found this partnership to be strong on 
every front.  

And the process for the sale? “It was so darn 
easy…it took less than a week! That was the 
biggest surprise; I could hardly believe it.”

When asked to share her top tips to  
prospective Sellers, this Rye-based Seller 
was quick to respond. “Get a good realtor 
that you trust—and listen to them.”

Practicing what she preaches, per Joan’s 
suggestion, she staged her home before 
the Open House. Deciding to do this at the 
last minute, she found it amazing what was  
orchestrated starting just the day before. 
Ideally, one would stage more in advance, 
however, whatever the timing, a professional 
stager can make a huge difference. And with 
Joan’s belief in the power of staging—she  
offers to cover the costs (up to $450) for a 
Seller—it’s truly a win-win. 

The Seller’s advice here? “Don’t go overboard;  
what’s perfect to you may not be to someone 
else, so concentrate on putting stuff away” 
and listen to the stager’s input. The result 
was “amazingly better”. She describes it as 
“shocking” that even though she listed her 
home in the 4th quarter, a typically slower 
real estate period, her experience was so 
quick and successful.

This sale scenario fits a current trend seen 
in Rye & Harrison, which is to downsize while 
kids are still in college or just finishing high 
school. And since these parents typically 
want to have room for their college students 
on break, this first downsizing step may not 
be the last—as these homeowners will most 
likely move again for further downsizing or a 

lifestyle change.

Also impacting sales today are the low  
mortgage rates; these continue to impact 
Buyers ability, which bodes well for Sellers. 
Pending contracts are also up and the stable 
market means it’s a good time to sell.

Sellers are also benefiting from the steady 
influx of Buyers from New York City. Half of 
those 10 bids mentioned above were such 
Buyers.  As seen in the chart below, 27% of 
Harrison’s Buyers come from New York City.

So after preparing your home and aligning 
with a great agent, then what? Being an  
informed Seller by understanding Buyers is a 
strong advantage. Today’s Buyers are looking 
for value, are more selective and conscious 
of desired features, and carry an overall  
preference for a home that doesn’t need  
immediate renovations. Market leader Houlihan  
Lawrence can help Sellers leverage such 
knowledge through their support and 
unique marketing reach—they can match the 
right Buyers to their ideal properties. (See  
Marketing Highlight, this issue.)

Harrison sees its share of successes, too—
the quickest sale of 2Q was here with a 
fleeting 34 Days on Market. Armed with this 
winning formula, you too can have a success 
story built on the right stuff: the right amount 
of preparation, the right agent selection and 
the right value to attract today’s Buyers.

In our previous newsletter, we got a glimpse into the mind of a Buyer. This article is devoted to Sellers…and how they can put their best foot 
forward. Sellers in today’s market can indeed be successful. When their house is prepared, they have the right professional agent to partner 
with, and they understand what Buyers are seeking, Sellers can exceed expectations.
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Includes all houses in 10528 Harrison School District, 10580 Harrison School District & 10577 Purchase (Harrison School District).  Source: EAMLS; Single Family Homes; 4/1/12-6/30/12  and 4/1/11-6/30/11.
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Houlihan Lawrence Participated in 47% of Harrison School District Home Sales

   Number of Percentage of
Buyers’ Previous Address Buyers Buyers

Harrison School District  61  43%

Westchester, Putnam and Dutchess  29  20%

NYC (Manhattan, Bronx, Brooklyn, Queens, Staten Island)  39  27%

Tri-State Area, excluding Westchester, Putnam and Dutchess  1  1%

Out of area (Other U.S. States and International)  12  8%

Total Number of Buyers  142  100%*

*Source: EAMLS, Rye City School District, Single Family Homes, sales in which Houlihan Lawrence represented the buyers, the sellers or both. 7/1/09 to 6/30/12.
**Source: Houlihan Lawrence Transactions Database, includes all Houlihan Lawrence buyers and all other buyers of Houlihan Lawrence listings.  
*Percentages may not add up to 100% due to rounding. Source: Houlihan Lawrence Transactions Database. Includes all home sales in which Houlihan Lawrence represented either the buyer or the seller.

2Q 2012   Single Family Housing Sales Summary 
Harrison/Purchase* 




